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Abstract
This paper presents hybrid system, which combines photovoltaic systems, battery and super capacitors, for energy demand
and load response. Energy production of the photovoltaic system is changeable, so that energy storage for setting up energy
balances, regulation and voltage protection is absolutely vital. In this article, modeling, simulation and controlling hybrid
system, which consists of photovoltaic system, battery and super capacitor, also maximum power point tracer algorithm is
taken. In addition, the stability of micro-grid and lifetime of the battery is shown. The simulation results show that suitable
switching of power electronic converters in this system applies proper controlling over photovoltaic power and battery
and super capacitor storages charge and discharge, which leads photovoltaic system acts in the high-efficiency area and to
increase the battery life and reduce economic costs due to it, is that of the great achievements of this research.
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1. Introduction

There are two kinds of PV systems connected to the grid
and stand alone. In this paper, a dc micro-grid, including solar cells, batteries, super capacitors and controllable
loads has been studied. For this purpose, the stand alone
performance of dc micro-grid is taken into consideration.
Dc micro-grid can connected to grid or stand alone performance (Island performance). The PV systems standalone
of power grid are mostly used in remote areas from the
power grid. The other application of the standalone PV
system is the usage in a remote area such as lighthouse
operation, telecommunication station, and rural housing
and irrigation systems. In a connected system of grid, the
excess required energy of supply generation in a grid can
be taken from grid and it can take back the surplus energy
of micro-grid to the grid1. PV power generation system
transforms sunlight into electricity. The main unit of the
photovoltaic power generation system is PV cells where
the cells are classified into panels, arrays and modules.
*Author for correspondence

Photovoltaic panels are grouped into photovoltaic arrays
that are connected in series or parallel. Panels connected
in parallel are used to increase the current and in series
to provide a higher output voltage as shown in the figure
bellow. PV panel, electronic converters, energy storage
technologies and also load are elements used in generation of PV power. The lead-acid battery is mostly used in
the photovoltaic power generation system as storage. The
combination’s impact of super capacitors and batteries in
a hybrid power generation system for pulsed loads with
high pick current is evaluated in this article.
The problems of using solar energy are uncertainty
and energy storage. There are different methods for storing, increase reliability2, costs reduction and increase
lifetime in these power-generation systems3,4. In this
paper, the hybrid method with the combination of energy
storage, which includes battery and super capacitor, and
solar cell, has been studied. This method is highly effective on increase battery lifetime, reduction of economic
costs caused by replacement of the batteries and also the

or energy management goals4,5.
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2.1 Photovoltaic System Simulation
In the simulation of photovoltaic systems various
Each photovoltaic cell can be modeled by electrical
circuits and models are proposed. One hybrid system,
equivalent circuit. Mathematical modeling method is used
including photovoltaic cell and battery storage and conin this article. The advantage of this method is that we can
nected super capacitor to a dc micro-grid has been analyzed.
generate this model only with information and data proIncrease of battery lifetime, the performance algorithms
vided by manufacturer8. Figure 3 shows the typical model
of battery’s charge and discharge and variation of step-up
formodel
photovoltaic
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converter’s duty cycle which is used in PV module by maxPhotovoltaic
current, reverse saturation current and
imum power point tracer caused by output load variation
saturation
current
of the solar modules
model for photovoltaic
cell.are calculated in
are the strength and innovation factors of this article.
order by equations (1), (2), (3):
Figure 1. Panel, array, module and photovoltaic cells.

2. 
Fundamental Structure of the
PV Hybrid System
Stand alone PV systems are made of different ingredients
such as PV panel, maximum power point tracer,
energy converter and storage. There is a great range
of electrical energy storage to utilize in photovoltaic
system, flywheel, hydrogen, battery and super-capacitor.
The PV stand alone photovoltaic system with lead-acid
battery storage and super-capacitor as well as maximum
power tracer and electrical converter are shown in
Figure 27.
2
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The output current module Ipv: This single-diode
photovoltaic module has been illustrated below.
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solar radiation changes. According to the diagrams, the
photovoltaic cell power varies greatly during solar current
radiation.
We will have changes in voltage due to temperature
changes in solar cells. This variation intensity is much
lower than solar changes. Therefore, we will see fewer
changes in solar cell power.
SSOC = SOCintial +

1
Qbat

t

∫i
0

bat

(t ) dt 

(6)

2.1.1 Battery Model
Batteries in hybrid systems can be used for two purposes:
Storage of generated excess energy - Provision of additional power requested by the load. It’s possible to charge
or discharge the battery due to its charging state. Control
on the battery terminal voltage is workable by adjusting
the power output of the photovoltaic power-generation
system. When the power generated by photovoltaic system is more than power requested by load, State of Charge
(SOC) increases and when power provided by photovoltaic power generation system is lower than power
requested by load, SOC will be reduced9,10.
Since the load’s dynamic is much faster than
responding ability of the photovoltaic system, it can be
said that a change in batteries’ charging mode occurs
based on change in power level of load.

q: Electron charges (1.602*10–19c)
k: Boltzmann Constant
IC: PV output current (A)
Iph: Photocurrent, Function of radiation level and junction
temperature
IO: diode reverse saturation current (A) (0.0002A)
Rs: Cell Serial Resistance (0.001 Ohm)
Rs: Cell Serial Resistance (0.001 Ohm)
temperature
(20 °C)
TTrr: cell
cellfunction
functionreference
reference
temperature
(20 Ԩ)
Vpv: cell output voltage (V)
Vpv: cell output voltage (V)
General photovoltaic equivalent circuit module is
shown in Figure 4 due to condition of temperature value
General
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radiation and value
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constant.
temperature
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states of temperature and

Figure 5. I-V and P-V graph profile with various radiations
Figure 4. The simulated model of the general photovoltaic
Figure
5. I-V
and P-V graph profile with
and
constant
module circuit.
Figure
4. The simulated model of the general photovoltaic
moduletemperature
circuit. (30° C).

Power and current’s changes diagram in terms of voltage are shown for different
states of
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temperature and solar radiation changes. According to the diagrams, the photovoltaic cell power

various ra
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Figure 5. I-V and P-V graph profile with various radiations and constant temperature (30
function of current, ampere hour and battery exponential
function8.
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In the following figure, three parts of battery discharge’s
graph states are shown3. This part includes the following
states:

2.1.2 Super Capacitor Model

Several models have been defined for modeling of the
super-capacitor. Among the models which are defined,
Figure 6. I-V and P-V graph profile with constant radiation
2
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battery due to its charging state. Control on the batteryVt terminal
by
= Vc − ESR.i voltage is workable
(9)

the power output of the photovoltaic power-generation system. When the power gene
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According to the simplicity and almost good accuracy
of this model, it’s easy to simulate its transfer function.
V (S )

ESR + EPR + C.ESR.EPR.S
G (S ) =
=

I (S )
1 + EPR.C.S

(13)

2.2 Modeling and Simulation of Power
Management System
One of the most important parts of power generation
systems is the power management system which can have
a vital role in controlling of power consumption, costs
and system’s lifetime12.
In this study, the power management system has been
used in appropriate moments to control and monitor
the generation system, charging and discharging battery
and super capacitor. The input of this system is a State of
Charge (SOC) and power consumption, which controls
the battery and super-capacitor output in states of step-up
converter and step-down converter13.
The flowchart below illustrates how the power
management system functioning.

3. The Simulation of the Photovoltaic
Hybrid Model
Energy balance between generator and load would be too
difficult and economically costly without using energy storage supply. It reduces the lifetime of the power-system as
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Figure 10. Flowchart of power management system’s

Figure
10. Flowchart of power management system’s func
functioning.
well. In this section of paper, distinct aspect of simulation
(10)
has been discussed. These aspects include- Simulating of
photovoltaic hybrid stand alone.

3. The Simulation of the Photovoltaic Hybrid Model

• Simulation of hybrid photovoltaic via the battery
(11)
energy storage - Simulation of hybrid photovoltaic via
the battery
energy storage
and super-capacitor.
Energy
balance
between
generator and load would b

In these simulations,
a dc micro-grid
solar
without
using energy
storage connected
supply. to
It the
reduces
the lifetim
array by maximum power tracer module, step-up converter, DC-DC bidirectional converter, battery and super
capacitor are used to show the distinct conditions13,14.

3.1 Modeling Assumption
The values of temperature and solar radiation are
considered to be constant in this simulation.
• The light intensity of the photovoltaic array is 0.8 kw/m2.
• The temperature of the photovoltaic array is 30 °C. The
operating voltage of the photovoltaic cell is 0.59 V.
• According to the condition above with 10 modules; the
panel can generate 306 watt power. Photovoltaic current is 17 Amperes, and the output voltage is 18 volt.
Value of resistance of numerical load is 12 Ohm for
the condition above.
In this paper, simulation is done for states as given in
bellow:
• The Stand alone Simulation of Photovoltaic Power
Generation System’s Hybrid Circuit.

Indian Journal of Science and Technology
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• Simulation of Photovoltaic Hybrid Model with Battery
Storage.
• Simulation of Hybrid Photovoltaic with Battery Energy
Storage - Super Capacitor.
In this simulation, is considered DC micro grid that
connected PV system also for increasing efficiency is used
MMPT (Maximum Power Point Tracer) Simulation15–18.

3.1.1 Simulation of Hybrid Photovoltaic with
Battery Energy Storage - Super Capacitor
and Comparisons with other Alternative
For studying and analyzing the simulation of this state, load
is considered in accordance with a hybrid photovoltaic
system with battery energy storage. So the unbalanced
power, which has been described in last status, is connected to the two storage elements. The unbalanced power
or power imbalance is going to be shared between these
two energy storage s in this condition. The battery storage and the super capacitor are controlled by the dc-dc
bidirectional converter19. Controlling of the dc-dc bidirectional converter is done by power management system
by changing the status from buck to the boost or vice
versa20,21. Figure 11 shows the simulation of this case.
Since the power changes of micro-grid which causes
voltage instability and imbalance of dc grid, this is used
for
comparison with source power value. The difference
or power imbalance is going to be shared between these two energy storage s in this condition.
between
changes
source
and
tobidirectional
controlconverter
the .
The battery storage
and theofsuper
capacitor
are actual
controlled values
by the dc-dc
Controlling systems
of the dc-dcisbidirectional
is donemanagement
by power management
system by
storage
done byconverter
the power
system.
changing the status from buck to the boost or vice versa . Figure 11 shows the simulation of
The
extreme changes of current that causes a reduction in
this case.
battery SOC and increases the intense pressure of battery,
19

which contributes to lessen the lifetime. Therefore, battery
has the duty to provide a stable dc current and a supercapacitor has to provide current with rapid fluctuations.
Battery and super-capacitor will charge and discharge in
accordance with load condition in order to keep dc grid
voltage constant.
In Table 1 it is shown that the result of simulation for
generation system with PV, battery and super capacitor
(comprehensive model) and is described differences between
generation and load. In Table 2 it is illustrated results of
simulation with comprehensive model and without super
capacitor and the status of battery (SOC) is described.
The initial SOC of battery and super capacitor has been
considered 80.00025 percentages. Due to load nature, the
Table 1. The simulation results of power generation
with the battery energy storage super-capacitor and
photovoltaic
Parameters
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Table 2. The simulation results of the energy storage
including Battery, PV, and super-capacitor and
without super-capacitor
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Figure 11. Simulation of Hybrid Photovoltaic model with
Figure 11. Simulation of Hybrid Photovoltaic model with Battery Storage - Super Capacitor.
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PV+
0.05–0.1 12.96
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Reducing
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Since the power changes of micro-grid which causes voltage instability and imbalance of dc grid,

this is used for comparison with source power value. The difference between changes of source
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and actual values to control the storage systems is done by the power management system.
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intense pressure of battery, which contributes to lessen the lifetime. Therefore, battery has the
duty to provide a stable dc current and a super-capacitor has to provide current with rapid
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Figure 12. Comparison of battery SOC in both status of
the photovoltaic hybrid system with battery and batteryFigure 12. Comparison of battery SOC
super capacitor.

batteryofand
amounts
voltagebattery-super
and battery SOC capacitor.
and super-capacitor
change unequally. The table below shows the results of battery parameters in combination status with super-capacitor
and photovoltaic.
The comparison of voltage, current and power
for load and PV and also voltage, current and battery
4. shown
Conclusion
SOC has
in both cases, the photovoltaic powergeneration system with battery and battery combination
The following
werefromachieved
with super-capacitor.
The results
flow of current
battery
has intensive fluctuations with high values, if we want
voltage in dc micro-grid occurs while
to talk only about battery. However, battery current
becomes
fluent system.
and soft inThis
hybrid
storage has
of
the more
powersystem
battery and super-capacitor status. In addition, the
current rate reduced significantly. The status of battery
SOC in hybrid storage mode has improved at the end of
energy balancing operation. The battery SOC is 80.0021
in a standalone mode at the end or the end 0.15 seconds
of the operating, so this value of storage has improved
to 80.0014 in hybrid mode. While the battery SOC
is increasing, the Depth of Discharge (DOD) which
is equal to 1–SOC decreases. The number of charging
and discharging cycles will be reducing by decreasing
of DOD. This reduction of charging and discharging
a cycle’s number makes battery lifetime, increase
reliability relatively22.
DOD is status of battery depth of discharge.
4. Conclusion
The following results were achieved through the systems
simulation above. Instability of voltage in dc micro-grid
occurs while the load power is changing in a standalone
mode of the power-system. This system has a very low
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e fficiency, and in terms of economy is costly. The photovoltaic hybrid system is another system, which is used to
improve previous discussed status. In this status, the battery
has been used as storage in a photovoltaic hybrid system.
The battery performance is directed and controlled in connection to the dc micro-grid by the power management
system. Power management system exported the charging
and discharging performance of battery to the grid. This
method greatly benefited from the maximum efficiency of a
photovoltaic power generation system. Since the photovoltaic hybrid system with battery storage and super-capacitor
use the super-capacitor energy storage, problems caused by
changes and extreme load will destroy in short time.
insudden
both
status of the photovoltaic hybrid
The usage of combined super-capacitor with high-power
density and a battery with high-energy density by fine
strategy of controlling in order to share imbalance power
between supply and load in dc micro-grid will increase the
battery lifetime, voltage and grid power stability, increase
of utilization efficiency of photovoltaic power generation system, reducing of economic costs caused by battery
replacement, reducing environmental pollution caused by
frequent replacement of batteries.

system

through the systems simulation above. Instability
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